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contained. The proofs highly depend on computations in the Ext-algebra. There are other, 
perhaps more elegant, proofs today, but this paper gives a good insight in the theory of Golod 
rings. Some of the results are used by Lofwall in his contribution to this volume. 
Introduction 
In the following (R, m) denotes a local noetherian ring with maximal ideal m and 
residue field k. In [9] the Ext-algebra of a local complete intersection is determined. 
The purpose of this paper is to attack the same problem for Golod rings. It has been 
shown by Levin (cf. [3, p. 1861) that the Ext-algebra of a Golod ring is finitely 
generated. We show that it is even finitely presented, and, if R = S/L?, where (S, p) 
is regular and p2r-3 cQcp’ for some t-2 3, then the relations can be fairly well 
understood. In the special case R = S/p’, where (S, p) is regular, we calculate the 
Ext-algebra exactly and present the result in terms of Lie algebras. In this case the 
Ext-algebra is generated by its l- and 2-dimensional elements. 
Notations and conventions 
We shall use the following symbols, definitions and conventions. 
(1) If x is an object assigned some degree, then 1x1 denotes this degree. In expres- 
sions for signs we even drop 1.1 so we write ( - l)a’b instead of ( - 1) inl’Ib’ . 
(2) If A is a graded algebra over some ring, then the commutator [ ., .] is defined 
by [a, b] = ab - ( - l)a‘bba. When we study commutators within an indexed subset 
{a;} of an algebra we put [a;, ai] =a; (instead of 2aF) if ai is of odd degree. 
(3) The sign - 1 in a diagram means that the diagram is anti-commutative. 
(4) If X is a graded module over a ring, then TX denotes the tensor algebra of 
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X over this ring. If {xa> is a set of elements given some degrees, then k({x,)) is 
the free non-commutative algebra over k on the x,‘s; i.e., the tensor algebra of the 
graded vector space with (xa} as a basis. By k[{x,}] we mean the free strictly com- 
mutative algebra on the x, ‘s. 
(5) If X, Y are complexes over a ring A, then 
Horn, (X, Y) = @ n HomA (Xi, rj) 
n i-j=n 
is a complex with differential as in [5, VI 7.61. 
(6) Let PE’k be a projective resolution of k. Then 
ffI-IomR (1, E): HHomR (P, P) i M-IomR (P, k) = ExtR (k, k) 
and the product in Ext,(k, k) is induced by the composite 0 in HomR(P, P) under 
this isomorphism (cf. [5]). 
1. The minimal resolution of k for a Golod ring 
Let (R, m) be a local ring and let K be the Koszul complex on a minimal set of 
generators x1, . . . , X, of m. Thus we have a basis T,, . . . . T, of K, such that dTi =Xi. 
Let IHiKI=ci+l l<i<n. Weputc=c2+... +c,+,. Chooseasetofcyclesz,,...,z, 
in R inducing a basis of fiK. Such a set will be called a minimal set of cycles. We 
may assume that jZil< lzji implies that i<j. 
Definition. We say that R is a Golod ring if the set (Zi}lsi<c allows Massey opera- 
tions which are everywhere defined; i.e., if for every finite sequence yl, . . ., yt, where 
yj=zi,, there is an element y(Y,,...,Y[)eK of degree IylI+...+Iy,l+t-1 such 
that 
(a) Y(Zi)=Zit 
(b) WY,, . . . 9 Y,)= C,,;,,~,(-l)y’+“‘+y’+iY(Yl,...,Yi).Y(Yi+l,...,YI). 
Note that by induction we get y(y,, . . ..y.)~mK. 
Remark. It may be shown (see e.g. [S]) that the above definition is independent of 
the choice of the z,‘s. 
Now suppose that R is a Golod ring and that the Zj’S and y are as above. Let V 
be a graded free R-module with / y I = IHi_ 1 KI = Ci, 25 is n + 1. Choose a basis 
ul, . . . , u, of I/ corresponding to the zj’s (juj I= lZj I + 1) and define and R-linear map 
P: TV-tmKCK by (Wj=Ui,,Yj=Zil) 
P(w, 0 1.. 0 wt) = Y(Y1, . . . ,Yt)* 
In particular /?(ui) = zi and p has degree + 1. If ul, . . . , ut are basis elements of I’/, 
then 
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dP(o, 0 . . . 0 Ut) = &(_Y,, . . . 2,) 
= ,L,‘- l) yl+-+y~+iy(yl ,..., Yj)~Y(Yi+1,...,Y,) 
= A- l) u’+-+“‘p(uI@... @uj).p(u;+l@... @u,) 
and by linear extension the same formula is true for any ulr . . . , o, E I/. 
Now define d:K@, TV+ K@, TV by 
d(A@o,@... @ot)=dA@u,@... 00, 
where A E K and uje V. Note that d(K@ TV)Cm(K@ TV) and that K,= R, 
(TV),= R give natural imbeddings of V, TV, K in K@ TV. With these imbeddings 
we have dl V=p and dlK=d,. Now 
d2(u,@... @ur)=d c P(u,@...@u;)@u~+~@... @u, 
ldidf 
+ ,,,<T<,-,(- l) “~+-+“~-lp(u@... @Uj) 
./3(0~+~@... @u~)@u~+~@... @u,_~ @u,+dp(u,@... @u,) 
> 
+ ,&- l>“‘+-.“,- ‘p(Ul@**. @U,)‘p(Ui+1@-*- @U[). 
The sum of the last two terms is zero and hence 
d2(u1@... @u,)=d2(u,@...@uI_,)@ut=...=d2u,@u2@..@ut=0. 
Thus d21TV=0. Let AEK, ~ETV. Then d(A@w)=dA@w+(-l)‘A@dw. It 
follows that 
d2(A@w)=d2A@w+(-l)A-‘dA@dw+(-l)Ad~@dw+A@d2w=0. 
We have established that K@ TV is a complex. 
Finally we show (cf. [2]): 
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Theorem 1. With the above definition of d, K@ TV is a minimal resolution of k. 
In particular the Poincareseries P&)=(l+z)“/(l-c2z2-... -c,+i.z”+‘). 
Proof. All that remains to prove is that IIt(K@ TV) = 0 for i> 0 and II,(K@ TV) = k. 
Let F,TV= @,,, vi, 0.. . 0 F$, and let F,(K@ TV) = K@F,TV. Then dF,,(K@ TV)c 
F,(K@ TV); i.e., K@ TVis a regularly filtered complex and E”(K@ TV) = K@ TV 
with d’(A@w)=dA.Ow so that E’(KOTV)=IIK@TV. Now d’ is given by 
d’({~}~u,~...~u,)=((-1)“1~~(u,)}~u2~...~up. 
In particular d’({l}Ou,O... C3up)={~(uI)}Ou2@... 00,. 
However, V-% ZK- I?K maps an R-basis of V to a k-basis of fiK. It 
follows that 
ZE’(K@TV)=(fiK@TV)@II,K, 
BE1(K@TV)=dl(IIoK@TV)=~K@TV, 
and hence that E2(K@ TV) = IIoK = k, which completes the proof. 0 
2. Examples of Golod rings 
Let (S,p) be a regular local ring. Basically the only known examples of Golod 
rings are: 
(1) R=S/pr (cf. [2] or [3] for the equicharacteristic case), 
(2) R=S/x-SZ, where QCp is an ideal and x~p (cf. [S]). 
Obviously a ring is a Golod ring if there is a minimal set of cycles zi, . . . , zc such 
that zi.zj=O for any i,j. This is the case in the two examples above. We are going 
to discuss case (1) in some detail and also exhibit a minimal set of cycles for R. Let 
L be the Koszul complex over S on a minimal set of generators y,, . . . ,yn of p. We 
may assume that r-12. Put xj=Jj~tn=pp/p’. Then xi,...,x, is a minimal set of 
generators of m and we may take K= L 0, S = L/p’L as the Koszul complex of R. 
Lemma 1. The mapping ~:P~~‘L~+~ BiL npSLi is an epimorphism for i>O, sz 1 
and BiL fl psLi = Zip’L for iz 1. 
Proof. Let aEBiLnpSLi. Thena=db for some beLi+,. We have b=x+y, where 
we write x, y as linear combinations of the natural basis elements of Li+ 1. For x 
these coefficients are polynomials of degree SS-2 in the uj’s and the coefficients 
of these polynomials lie in S-p. For y the coefficients are in pS- ‘. Thus 
a = dy E psLi so that dx E P’Li. Now dx is a linear combination of the natural basis 
elements of L, and the coefficients are polynomials of degree IS- 1 in the Yj’s. 
The coefficients of these polynomials lie in S-p. However, since S is regular 
&,pi/pi+‘=k[Y,,..., Y,] the polynomial ring over k on the 5 ‘s, where q is the 
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image of yj in p/p2. It follows that dx= 0 and hence that d: p”-‘L --t BiL fl psLi is 
an epimorphism. Furthermore, if iz 1, then H,L = 0 SO that ZipsL = ZiL n psLi = 
B,LfIp’L. 0 
Lemma 2. We have ZiK=BiK+m *- ’ Ki for i L 1. In particular we may choose a 
minimal set of cycles in m’- ’ K and hence R is a Golod ring. 
Proof. Let RE ZiK, where XELi e Then dxE p’Li_ 1. Thus, according to Lemma 
1, dx=dy for some yip r- ’ Li . It follows that x-y E Z,L = B,L and hence K = 
x-y+y, where x-yEB;K and J’E&‘K;. 0 
Definition. Let 1 I is n and rs2. Then we put 
Ci,r,n’PiKI (dim,(p/p2)=n, R=S/p’), 
di.~,.=(r:l,‘>(:=r_:>~ 
For the following result, cf. [2]. 
Lemma 3. We have c,, r, n = di, r, n = ei, r, n. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
O+p’L+L+K-rO 
of complexes over S. Since H,L = 0 for i # 0 and H& z H,K, the corresponding 
long exact sequence shows that HiKEHi_ ‘p’L for ir 1. We also have an exact 
sequence 
o+p’L+pr-‘L+p’-‘L/p’L+o. (1) 
Note that the differential of p’-‘L/p”L is zero. Now d:p’-‘L,-* Zj_ ‘prL is an 
epimorphism for i>2 and hence so is 6: p’-’ Li/p’Li + H;_ ‘p”L in the long exact 
sequence of (1). In the same sequence HOpr-‘L*p’-l/p’. It follows that 
O-*H~p’~‘L~p’~‘L~/prL~~H~_‘p’L-*O 
is exact for i 2 1. Thus 
Ci,r,n+Ci+l,r-l,n = 1 p’- ’ L;/p’Li 1 = (rtn:r2)(:> 
for 1 I is n - 1, r 2 3. On the other hand the same relation is true for di, r, n and 
c l,r,n= IHcBP’LI = IP’/P’+‘~ = (r;r;‘)=(r+;-‘)=d’,r,n 
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for 1 <n, i-22. By induction ci,r,n=d,,,,. for 1 <i<n, rz2. NOW 
ei, r, n + I = ei, r, n +(r:l~‘)(i~~) 
for 1 I is n, rr2 and the same formula is true for di,, ,, . Furthermore, 
ei, r, i = = di, r, i 
for lli, rr2 and hence ei,r,n=di,r,n l<i<n, rz2. 0 
Let Ai be the set of subsequences a = (a,, . . . , ai) of (1, . . . , n) of length i and let Q 
be the set of sequences q = (q,, . . . , q,J of non-negative integers such that 
q, + . . . +q,=r-1. let Ci={(a,q)EAiXQIq;=O forj>a;}. For (a,q)EA;XQ we 
put x,, 4 =x7’... xp T, ,... T,, . 
Lemma 4. The set {xa,41(a,4)E~, is a minimal set of cycles in Ki for 
Proof. Obviously x,, 4 E ZiK for (a, 4) E Ci . Let (~1,. . . , ai+ 1) E.Ai+ I. 
d( T,, . . . GE+,)= c (-1)‘~‘x,,T, ,... TO,... T,,,, 
ISlSi+l 
and hence 
x T,,... a,+, TO,= C (- l)‘x,,T, ,... TO ,... TO,+, (mod BiK) 
lCf<i 
from which it easily follows that {x,, 4 le, 4) E c, generates Zi K (mod 
other hand the number of elements in this set is ei, r,n = lHiK 1 since 
(r+;I;+s)(i;!;s) = (r-,‘;i’;-- l)(i;!;s), 
ir 1. 
Then 
BiK). On the 
which is the number of x0,4 ‘s with ai= i+s. We conclude that the set is a minimal 
set of cycles in Ki. q 
3. The Ext-algebra of a Golod ring 
We keep the notations of Section 1. In this section we want to prove the following 
result. 
Theorem 2. Let R be a Golod ring. Then 
Ext,(k,k)=k(X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Yc)/([Xi,Xj]-@i,j, l~i~j~n, 
[Xi, q] - Yi,j, 1 liln, 1 Ijlc) 
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where IX; j = 1, 1 I is n, and 1 Yj 1 = lzj 1 + 1. The ~i,j’~ and Y;,~‘s are polynomials in 
the Y,‘s. In particular the Exf-algebra of a Golod ring is finitely presented. 
The proof of this theorem will be contained in the following lemmas. Let P= 
K@ TV. Note that P has the structure of a differential graded module over the dif- 
ferential graded algebra K. 
Lemma 5. (a) Let f E Hom,(K,, R). Then there is an FE Z’Hom,(P, P) such that 
F 1 K, = f and F(Ax) = F(A). x + (- l)‘AF(x) for A E K, x E P. 
(b) Let g E Horn,,, V, R). Define GE Hom,(P, P) by 
for A E K, yj E V (in particular G /K = 0). Then GE ZIGIHomR(P, P), G 1 V= g and 
G(Ax)=(-l)A’GG(x) for AEK, XEP. 
Proof. (b) By direct checking. 
(a) Define F on K by putting 
FVa, ... T,,) = c (-l)j- ‘f(T,)T,, ... To, ... T,,. IS,<1 
Next define F, : P, -+ P,_ , by induction on s as follows. We already have defined 
F, . Let s 12 and suppose that F;, 1~ ir s - 1, has been defined satisfying the re- 
quirements. Now choose F,: (TV),+P,_, such that 
(TV),5 P,m I 
FS ! I -1 F s-l 
P S-1 -P d s-2 
which is possible since dF,_ , d = -F,_ 2dd = 0 and (TV), is free over R. Then define 
FS:Kj@(TV),~i+PS~, for ill by F,(i@x)=F(l)@x+(-l)“A@F(x) for AgK;, 
XE (TV),_;. Then, using the induction hypothesis and the fact that the differential 
on P satisfies d&y) =(du)y+(-l)fl,udy for ~EK, yip, we get dF,(AOx)= 
F,_ ,d(A ox) so that we may continue the induction to get an FEZ 'Hom,(P, P) 
with F 1 K, = f. Note that if the inductive construction is made as above then &Ix) = 
F(A)x+ (-l)‘AF(x) for A E K, xeP. This completes the proof. q 
Definition. Let fj E Hom,(K,, R), 1~ is n, be given by J(q) = 6,j and g; E 
Horn,,, V, R), 1 I is C, by gi(Uj) = 6,j. Let Fi, Gj E ZHom,(P, P) correspond to fi, gj 
as in Lemma 5. Then we put 
F, 
xi: P-+P%, 
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Thus Xi E Extk(k, k) and 5 E Extkl+ ‘(k, k). 
The following result should be compared with [3, p. 1861. 
Lemma 6. The Xi’s and q’s together generate Ext,(k, k). 
Proof. Let A be the set of subsequences of (1,. . . ,n) and let B be the set of finite 
sequences taking values in { 1, . . . , c}. Order A by a = (a,, . . . , a,) < (a;, . . . , al) = a’ if 
s < t or if s = t and the last non-vanishing ai - al< 0. Order B in the same way and 
AxB by (a,b)<(a’,b’) if b<b’or b=6’and a<a’. For a=(al,...,aS)EA we put 
Xa= X,, ..a X0$, Ta = T,, ... TaS (= 1 in both cases if a is empty) 
and for b=(bl,...,b,)eB we put 
yb = Y,, .” YbV, Ub = &,, *** ub, (= 1 in both cases if b is empty). 
Then {Taub}rQ,bJEAxB is a well-ordered basis of P. As is easily checked 
XaYb(T“‘Ub’) = 
L 
+I if (a,b)=(a’,b’), 
o 
if (a,b)>(a’,b’). 
Thus jx” yb)(a,b)&B is expressed by a triangular matrix, with f l’s in the 
diagonal, in the k-basis of ExtR(k, k) = Hom,(P, k) dual to { TaUb)Ca,bJEA xB and 
hence lx” yb}(o,b)EAXB is itself a basis of Ext,(k, k). In particular the Xi’s and q’s 
generate ExtR(k, k) as an algebra. 0 
Lemma 7. Let f E Hom,(K,, k), g E Horn&V,, k) c HomR( I’, k). Then [G, F] an- 
nihilates the elements of PS+, which lie in KiOTVfor iz 1; i.e., everything but 
possibly (TV),, 1, where it coincides with G 0 F. 
Proof. Let (TV)‘=@ vi,@...@ vi,. It follows from the definition of G that it 
annihilates everything in P,+ 1 but possibly K1 @ V, (note that V, = 0). Hence the 
same is true for FOG. Let A@x=lx~P,+~ where 1 E Ki, XE (TV)‘. Then F(Ax) = 
F(A)x + (- l)‘AF(x) and thus 
If i 2 1, then 1x1 IS so (G 0 F)(x) = 0. If i 11 and t 12, then G(x) = 0 by the definition 
of G. If i 2 2, then 1x1 <s whence G 0 F(2x) = 0. Thus G oF(Ax) = 0 but possibly 
when is 1 and t = 1; i.e., G 0 F annihilates everything but possibly K,@ V, and 
(TV),, 1. Let i = t = 1. Then G 0 F(Ax) = F(A). G(x) = f(A) e g(x) whereas F 0 G(Ax) = 
F((-l)A’GA. G(x))=(-l)F’Gf(A)*g(x); i.e., [F,G](Ax)=O and hence [F, G] is zero 
on everything in P,+ 1 but possibly (TV),, 1. 0 
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Now HomR( 1, E) : ZHom,(P, P) + Horn,@, k) = ExtR(k, k) is an epimorphism of 
algebras (cf. [9]). Thus, with the notations of Lemma 7, [a 0 F, E 0 G] = E 0 [F, G] is 
zero on everything in P,+, but (TV),, i. However, every element in Exti’:‘(k, k) 
with this property is a polynomial in the Yj’s since the polynomials in these 
variables of algebra-degree s + 1 must annihilate K;@ (TV),, , _ i for i 2 1. Thus we 
get 
Lemma 8. The commutators [Xi, Yj] = !L’;,j are polynomials in the Y,‘s. 
Lemma 9. The commutators [Xi, Xj] = @i,j are linear combinations of Yl, . . . , Y,,. 
Proof. It suffices to show that [Fi, Fj](K,) =0 and this follows directly from the 
construction of the F,‘s on K. 0 
The Lemmas 6, 8 and 9 now show that there is an algebra epimorphism from the 
algebra A on the right hand side of the formula in Theorem 2 to ExtR(k, k). Thus 
to complete the proof of Theorem 2 it only remains to show that 
HAsHExt,q(k,k)=Hk[X I,..., XJaHk(Y I,..., r,.) 
where H,, =H,(z) = CizO dimk/lizi is the Hilbert series of A, and 5 denotes 
coefficient-wise inequality. This is a consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. Let C be a connected graded algebra of finite type over a field k and 
and let A = {a;}, B = { bj} be two finite sets of elements in C of positive degree such 
that A U B generates C as an algebra. Suppose that [a,, aj], [ai, bj] are polynomials 
in the bj’s. Then HCIHkrA). Hk(B). 
Proof. Let FrC be the set of elements in C that may be written as a polynomial in 
the elements of AUB such that the polynomial degree is up in the elements of A. 
Then the elements g E Ef .C and bj~ Ei .C generate E°C as an algebra and the 
G’s strictly commute with each other and with the bj’S. Hence we get an epi- 
morphism of algebras 
v:k[A]@k(B)+E’C 
where V(ai) =g, V(bj) = bj. It fO]]OWS that H,= Heo,<Hk[,)Bk(B) =Hk[,]*Hk(s). 
0 
4. The Ext-algebra of R = S/p’ 
We keep the notations of Section 2. For (a, q) E Ct we let u~,~ E vi+ 1 be the basis 
element corresponding to x,,,, and we define g,,,EHom,(V, R) by g,,(u,J,,,)= 
Ba:q’. Let G,, E Horn&P) correspond to ga,q as in Lemma 5 and let Y,, = 
a2qG,q. Then according to Lemma 6 the Xj’s and Yaq’s generate Ext,(k,k). For 
a=(al, . . . . at)EAt we put a’=(a,,..., at). We order At by a< b if the first non- 
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vanishing aj - bj < 0 and Q in the same way. We order Ci by (a, q) < (6, t) if a< b or 
if a=b and q<t. 
Lemma 11. Let i L 2 and let (a, q) E Ci. Then 
[ Ya,,4, X,,] = - Y,, + a linear combination of Y,, (‘s of degree i + 1 and 
with (a, q) > (b, t) + a polynomial in the Y,,, ‘s of degree 
less than i+ 1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that 
[Go:q, Fa,b’b,t =
-1 if (a,q)=(b, t), 
o 
if (a, q) < (b, t). 
Let F = F,, , G = G,,,, and consider 
I I 
FI -1 F 
I I f I 
vi+Ki-Kj_ 
d I 
We have 
F(~U,,,)=FX,,,=F,,X+X;~T~, *** Tbz= 
X,,,, if al =bl, 
o 
if al <b,. 
Thus we may choose 
f%, t = 
-Ub,,t if a, = b,, 
0 if a,<b,. 
and hence 
i 
-1 if (a,q)=(b, t), 
G “F(Ub,r)= 0 if al = bl and (a, q) # (b, t), 
0 if al < bl. 
If (a, q) < (b, t), then al I bl and consequently 
[GvFlUt,,t = 
if (a,q)=(b, t), 
if (a, b) < (b, t). q 
Theorem 3. Let R = S/p’. Then Ext,(k, k) is generated by ExtA(k, k) and Exti(k, k). 
Proof. Using Lemma 11 and the usual argument with triangular matrices we see that 
the Y,‘s of degree i, where iz3, may be written as polynomials in the Xj’S and the 
Yj’S of degree <i- 1. 
Remark. It is not always true for a Golod ring that the Ext-algebra is generated by 
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its l- and 2-dimensional elements. An example is provided by the Shamash-type (cf. 
[W ring ~[[~,YIV(~~Y,Y~). Then 
ExtR(kk)=k(X1,Xz, Y , Y29Z>/[Jf;,xjl=O, 
IX;, 51 = 0, WI, Zl = 0, [X2, .a = 1 y, , y21 
where X,, X2 have degree 1, Yr, Y2 degree 2 and Z degree 3. It is easy to see that Z 
is not generated by elements of lower degree. Note also that this ring provides an 
example for which the Ext-algebra has non-empty centre and the ring is not a com- 
plete intersection. 
5. The q’s are in the Lie algebra underlying Ext,(k, k) 
In the following, E stands for Ext,(k, k) and FE for the underlying Lie algebra, 
cf. [9]. (Editors note: Today we often write n(R) for FE.) 
Let TV denote the shuffle algebra on V. Then, as in [I], FL’ is a Hopf r-algebra 
and hence so is K@FI/. The author is indebted to Clas Lofwall, who helped him 
to finish the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 12. It is possible to choose p : TV+K (cf. Section 1) such that K@ TV 
becomes a differential graded algebra with divided powers. 
Proof. See 14, Proposition 2.41. 0 
Let Y be the graded vector space generated by the q’s and let LY be the free ad- 
justed Lie algebra on Y (cf. [lo]). Now I(K@FV@k) =D(K@ TV@k)@ U, where 
V@ kc U. It follows that YcI?E (cf. [9] or [lo]). Thus there is a homomorphism 
L Y-rpE in LIE, the category of connected adjusted Lie algebras. It follows easily 
from Theorem 2 that TY+ E is a monomorphism and hence so is L Y -+ FE. Let E1 
be the trivial adjusted Lie algebra with Extk(k, k) as underlying vector space. Then 
there is an epimorphism pE+E’ in LIE and LY is the kernel of this map. Now 
~~~=HE=HE’.H~Y=jjEl.jjLY=jjE’~LY(see [lo] for the definition of A) and 
hence Hp,s=HEloLy. It follows that 
is an exact sequence in LIE. Thus L Y= Bnr2 P,,E and it follows that the [Xi, Xj]‘S 
and [Xi, q]‘s of Theorem 2 are in LY. (Of course, it was clear before that the 
[X;,X,]‘s are even in Y.) 
It also follows from Lemma 12 that To?(k, k)=E(To$(k, k))@, T(&K) as 
r-algebras. However, this is most easily seen by the fact that both sides are Hopf 
r-algebras, and thus free as r-algebras, and since they have the same Hilbert series 
these r-algebras must be isomorphic. 
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6. Special Golod rings 
We say that R is a special Golod ring if there is a minimal set of cycles z, , . . . , z, 
in R, such that zi. Zj = 0 for any i, j. Then 
d(LOu,O~~~Ou,)=d~~u~~~~~~o,+(-1)~1~~(u~)~u~~~~~~ur 
Note that in this case Lemma 12 is trivially true. 
Let f E HomR(K,, R) and let F have the same meaning as in Lemma 5. We start 
by choosing I/% V+K such that 
d 
V-K 
F 
V+K-K 
d 
Then we may write F(u)=F’(u)+F”(u), where F’(u)E V, F”(u) EK. Define 
F: K@ TV+K@ TV by 
By straightforward computation we get 
(d~+~d)(u~~~~~~u,)=(-1)“‘-‘(F”u,~d~~+d~~~F~~~)~u~~~~~~u~. 
Thus F will do as F on TV and (therefore on K@TV according to the proof of 
Lemma 5) if dV. F” V= 0; i.e., if (the minimal cycles). F” V= 0. 
We want to establish this property for a class of Golod rings that contains the 
rings of type R = S/p’ for rl3. First we need a lemma. 
Lemma 13. Let R = S/Q, where (S, p) is a regular local ring and Q C p’ for some 
t-22. Then BKfImSK=d(ms-‘K)=m”-‘BK if ssr. 
Proof. Let L be the Koszul complex of S. Then K= L/QL. Let RE BKfIm’K, 
where x E psL and R is its image in K. Then K = dJ and hence dy -x E QL fI p’L and 
since SIT it follows that dyEpSL so that dy E BLnp’L = d(p’-‘L) by Lemma 1. 
Thus dy=dz for some zEpS-‘L and we get X=dJ=dZ~rn’-‘BK. 0 
Remark. If we put r = 2 we get Serre’s well-known result about the Koszul complex 
(cf. [7, p. IV-SO]). 
If Q above satisfies p2rP2 cQcp’ one proves exactly in the same way as for S/p’ 
that R is a special Golod ring. This was first noticed by Ldfwall (cf. [4]). 
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Lemma 14. Let R = S/Q, where (S, p) is a regular local ring and p2r-3 C D C p' for 
some r 2 3. Then we may choose F” such that dV . F” V= 0. 
Proof. We may assume that dVCm'- ‘K. Let x be a basis element of V. Then 
FdxEZKnm’-‘K and Fdx=du+a, where uE Vand aEBK. Now duEmrplK and 
hence aEBKnmr-’ K=d(m’-2K). Consequently a=db for some b •rn’-~K and 
we may choose F”x= -b. Therefore we can pick an F” such that F”VCm’-2K. It 
follows that dV~F”Vcm’-‘Km’~2K=m2’~3K=0. 0 
Theorem 4. Let R be as in Lemma 14. Then [Xi, q] is a linear combination of the 
Yq’s; that is 
[., .]:E’@Y+Y. 
Proof. Let F, G correspond to Xi, I$ as in Section 3. We may assume that F” is 
chosen as in Lemma 14 and hence that F=F. Thus, if t 22 
G°F(TV)f,,+,cG(TV);,,=O 
by the very definition of G. This combined with Lemma 7 completes the proof. 0 
Remark 1. The exponent 2r- 3 cannot be improved to 2r - 2 as shown by R = 
k [[x, y]]/(x3, y3, x2y2) (r = 3, 2r - 2 = 4). Then 
Extdk, k) = k(X,, X2, Y,, Y,, Y3, Z,, Z,>/[X;, Xj] = 0, [ I$ X;] = 0,j = 1,2, 
[Y,,~,1=-Z,,[y,,~,1=Z,,~z,,~,1=0,[Z2,x~1=o~ 
~~2,~,1=~~,,~21=~~2,~11 
where the Yl’s and Zj’S have degree 2 and 3 respectively. 
Remark 2. Also the ring in Remark after Theorem 3 has the property that the con- 
clusion of Theorem 4 is false. 
Remark 3. Let, for L E LIE, Der L be the derivations of L, in a graded sense, that 
furthermore satisfy a = [f(x), x] (see [lo]). Then Der L is a sub adjusted Lie 
algebra of End, L. Suppose that L’, L”ELIE and that @ : L”+Der L’ is a 
homomorphism in LIE. Then we define two structure maps on L’@ L” as follows 
1(x’, x”), (Y’,Y”)l = ([X’,Y’l + @(X”)(Y’) - (-l)““yvf$(Y”)(x’), [X”Y”l), 
K(x’, x”) = (KX’+ @(x”)(x’), x”) for (x’, x”) of odd degree, 
and with this structure we denote it by L’@, L”, the semi-direct product of L’ and 
L” via @. Every f E Der L’ may be uniquely extended to fe Der WL’ (WL’, the 
enveloping algebra of L’, treated as an associative algebra) and this gives us a map 
L” z Der L’ --t Der WL’ + Endk WL’ 
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in LIE and hence an algebra homomorphism 
6: WL” -+Endk WL’. 
Thus WL’ is a left WL”-module, and using @(L”) C Der L’one checks that the multi- 
plication map WL’@ WL’-+ WL’ is a map of left WL”-modules, and thus we may 
form the semi-tensor product WL’Q WL” (cf. [6]). It is not hard to check that 
L’@,L”ELIE and that W(L’Q,L”)= WL’QWL”. Let O-+L’+L-+L”+O be an 
exact sequence in LIE. Then, as in the ordinary ungraded case, we see that this se- 
quence splits to the right if and only if L is the semi-direct product of L’ and L”. 
(Note that we have an extra Jacobi identity for adjusted Lie algebras, namely 
[x, [x, z]] + [z, KX] =0 for x of odd degree.) Now assume that I,U :L-+Endk X is a 
representation of L E LIE on X, a graded vector space. Every f e Endk X can be 
uniquely extended to TE Der LX. From this we see that v/ induces a map I,U -+ Der LX 
in LIE so we may define LX@, L and we get W(LX@, L) = TX@ WL. Let R be 
a local ring and let Y=Bnz2 P,,E. Then we have an exact sequence in LIE. 
o+P-tPE+~l+o 
and this splits to the right if and only if the l-dimensional elements commute (when 
this happens is described in Theorem 4 of [9]). If R is a Golod ring, then P=LY, 
as was shown in Section 5. Let R be as in Theorem 4. Then we get a representation 
W:E’-+End,Y 
of the trivial adjusted Lie algebra E’ on Y given by v(x) = [x, . ] (u/ maps the Xi’s 
on strictly commutative endomorphisms of Y). It follows that FE = LYG& E’. 
7. The Ext-algebra of R = S/p’ (continued) 
We keep the notations of Lemma 4. It is well-known that Ext,(k, k) = T(E’) if 
r= 2 (cf. [3, p. 1151). This also follows from Theorem 3 combined with Theorem 
4 of [9]. 
In the following we assume that r 2 3. It may be shown by the technique used in 
this paper that the relations in ExtR(k, k) are as follows 
~ya,q~Xjl = c Lb,rYb,t 
where Ab,t = f 1 or 0. Precisely, let (0, q) = (a,, . . . , ai; ql, . . . , qa,), then 
[Yu,q9xjl=-y(czl ,_.., j ,.._, a,;q, ,_._, q.,) if.iGa, 
[Y,,,Xj]=O if jE, and j+~;, 
tYo,qrXa,l = c (-l)S+iY(a I,... ,%*h,a,+I ,...> o,,q1 ,...I qh-i?..., q,,+l), 
where the sum is over h < a;, h @a, qh 2 1. 
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It is probable that there exists a nicer coordinate-free presentation of this Lie 
algebra (cf. the not particularly nice presentation of sl(n, R) by generators and 
relations). 
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